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About

FMC

Foundation for MSME Clusters
(FMC) was conceptualized to
contribute towards the process of
development of MSMEs and thus
enhance their competitiveness,
innovativeness, generate
sustainable employment and
alleviate poverty. FMC was
legally constituted as a not for
profit registered trust in the year
2005 and was headquartered in
New Delhi.

Vision
An economically progressive, socially connected,
environmentally sustainable world that is spiritually
rooted and composed of interconnected yet
diverse local socio-economic systems

Mission
We assist institutions undertake effective and
inclusive cluster based local economic
development in developing and transition
economics
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Our Approach

F

oundation for MSME Clusters works towards Effective and
Inclusive Local Economic Development through Strengthening the
Local Eco-System. We truly believe and act for Institutionalization
at local and regional levels ensuring Sustainability of work beyond
the intervention period. We aim to harness the power of our development
solutions through Aggregation of Enterprises and Stimulation of
development services through Market based mechanisms. While for small
and micro factory enterprises, we work in the areas of energy efficiency, lean
management and promoting OHS for household and artisanal enterprises,
we work for market promotion, efficiency and inclusive growth.
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Chairman
Message
Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi

The Foundation of MSME Clusters (FMC)

has drawn political attention to the vital role

was formed in 2005 to promote the growth

that micro and small enterprises play in the

of small enterprises by strengthening the

economy and has directed policy thrusts to

mezzanine level of institutions, situated

facilitate their growth. His evocative images

between the tiny and small enterprises

of self-employed food producers and sellers

below, and the large, formal institutions

- tiny enterprises of one owner/employee -

above them, as its name suggests. We

have stirred the societal imagination. This is

welcome the attention being given now to

a very welcome shift of policy and public

MSMEs and thank the Honorable Prime

attention in India from its excessive focus on

Minister for his leadership in this. Now we

large scale enterprises as engines of growth

must double our efforts to get policy

and from whose growth benefits are

attention to strengthening clusters and

expected to trickle down to the people.

building capabilities for this.

Small and micro enterprises are the

The annual flagship event of FMC, the

backbones of large economies. They are

Business Management Organization (BMO)

seedbeds

and

Awards, has been devoted to highlighting

dispersed generators of employment and

the importance of clusters. Whereas there

livelihoods,

essential

are many awards to honor successful, small

requirements for a developing country.

enterprises, FMC’s awards do not focus on

Clusters of small and micro enterprises

individual

provide the ‘Middle’ that can make stronger

associations that enable them to aggregate

connections between these enterprises and

more effectively, to create value for their

the formal system of large enterprises and

members by creating shared facilities, as

providers of finance that these enterprises

well as increase their reach and clout with

cannot reach easily on their own. Indeed,

large institutions in the formal system. I am

the ‘Missing Middle’ in the Indian ecosystem

glad to say that, at the most recent BMO

of enterprises has been weak cluster

Awards in April 2018, both, the Vice

formation

virtual

Chairman of NITI Aayog, Dr. Rajiv Kumar,

conglomeration of enterprises. This has

who spoke at the closing session, and Dr.

been one of the causes for small enterprises

Arun Kumar Panda, Secretary Ministry of

not being able to grow faster and larger,

MSME, who spoke at the opening,

contributing to the ‘missing middle’ of mid-

highlighted the country’s strategic need to

size enterprises in India that economists

strengthen

have pointed to.

commended FMC’s role. They suggested

of

entrepreneurship,

which

-

are

physical

very

and

enterprises,

BMOs

and

but

on

clusters,

the

and

that ways should be found for FMC to
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support the Government’s policies and

each other, in addition to being a lively data

programs in this regard.

repository.

FMC has been engaged with many

Small, entrepreneurial organizations, such

programs to support MSMEs in clusters, and

as FMC itself is, must struggle for attention

several are underway, as reported in the

as well as financial support. FMC has been

Annual Report. FMC’s ability to support the

through a period of financial stress. Due to

formation of clusters that can facilitate the

the remarkable devotion, and even personal

growth of enterprises has been recognized

financial sacrifice of its staff, as well as the

even outside the manufacturing sector. For

devotion and guidance of its Trustees, it has

example, FMC was selected to guide cluster

come through. However, FMC will remain

formation in the Ahmedabad Heritage

stretched, as it stretches itself further to

program, wherein enterprises of many

fulfill the pioneering role it was set up for,

sorts, in hospitality and tourism, as well as

and is devoted to, of changing paradigms to

traditional handicrafts, were fostered.

enable small and informal enterprises to be
respected, and to be effectively supported,

FMC is a tiny organization in size. The task

and specifically to strengthen the middle

of stimulating the growth of MSMEs across

level institutions - clusters, associations,

the country is huge. There are many large

cooperatives, etc. required for this. It will

organizations, in government and outside,

continue to strengthen its own knowledge

with large budgets, devoted to supporting

and its capabilities to play a more powerful

MSMEs. FMC cannot have the budgets and

catalytic role within a much larger national

power these organizations have. Therefore,

enterprise, and to be recognized for its role

it aims to be a catalytic node in the

and obtain the support it needs to play this

ecosystem, to stimulate the formation of

role more effectively.

stronger connections and more alignment,
between enterprises in clusters, amongst

I wish to warmly thank the staff of FMC for

clusters, and between clusters and policy-

their devotion. Very warmly, I thank my

makers. FMC is conceiving means whereby

fellow Trustees for the excellent guidance

it can play this catalytic role most

they so willingly give. I also wish to thank our

effectively, such as the shaping of a ‘cluster

many partners and supporters, with whose

observatory’, which will provide a platform

resources we are able to fulfill our mission,

for stakeholders to make connections with

while providing them our services to the
best of our abilities.

Arun Maira
Chairman
Foundation for MSME Clusters (FMC)
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Board of Trustees
1. Mr. Arun Maira
Former Member
Planning Commission of India

2. Prof. Y.K. Alagh
Former Minister of Science & Technology
1
3. Dr. Sunil Shukla
Director EDII, India

4. Mr. Madhav Lal
Former Secretary
Ministry of MSME, Govt. of India
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

5. Dr. H.P. Kumar
Former Chairman & MD, NSIC

6. Mr. Rakesh Rewari
Former Deputy Managing Director, SIDBI

7. Dr. Veena Joshi
Former Senior Advisor
Swiss Agency for Development

8. Ms. Meera Shenoy
Founder Youth for Jobs

9. Mr. Mukesh Gulati
Former Executive Director, FMC
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Year at a Glance
2017-18
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Program

Impact
PI
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RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS
Environmental
Sustainability
Making MSMEs in India Efficient, Sustainable and Green
Energy Savings: India has over 8 million
manufacturing MSMEs producing a variety of
products. At FMC we have made a significant
beginning by working out various energy
savings measures in 13 sectors in 9 states.
These include Andhra Pradesh, Punjab,
Rajasthan, Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Haryana,
Tamil Nadu and Telengana. It has been found
that savings of 15 per cent is possible with near
zero investment. However there is a huge
shortfall in availability of energy auditors. FMC
strives to bridge this gap in the coming years
and save substantial energy and contribute to
the cause of reduction in CO2 emission. In the
year 2017-18 we have saved an estimated .87
mkwh of energy in 32 units. Our target for the
year 2018-19 is to save .42 mkwh of energy in
70 units and that for the next 3 years we aim to
save 2.52 mkwh of energy in 300 units. This
will be FMC contribution towards the cause of
SDG 12 that promotes sustainable production

Say Yes to Sustainable MSMEs in
India”, a Yes Bank Limited CSR
funded initiative implemented by
FMC helps improve the overall
sustainability of MSMEs including
Economic (Financial Literacy),
Environmental (Energy Efficiency
interventions) and Social
(Occupational Health & Safety
(OHS) Interventions) dimensions.

and consumption.

RCULAR ECONOMY

The initiative focuses on operational efficiency of MSMEs by reducing
their energy consumption. The partnership with Yes Bank continues with
scaling up of the on-going initiatives and taking new steps toward
“Sustainable MSMEs”.
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RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS
Social Sustainability
Occupational Health and Safety: Improving Working
Conditions
Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) consists of
measures taken for promoting occupational health,
occupational safety and welfare measures for
workers. FMC is committed towards the cause of
promoting SDG 8 - Decent Work and Economic
Growth. It all started with our EU Project in 2012-13
and is since been followed up by our activities with
the support of Yes Bank Ltd. To promote OHS we
do activities like health camp, training in first aid,
training in safety, etc. As a result, in the year 201718, we implemented the spirit of OHS in 5000
workers in 1094 units. Our target for the year 201819 is 5000 workers in 200 units and that for the next
3 years is 10,000 workers in 500 units.

Upscaling the concept of
“Sustainable MSMEs”
helping them improve their
OHS conditions and reducing
energy consumption, ‘Say
YES to Sustainable MSMEs in
India has helped bridge the
gap between MSMEs and
green growth, thus
expediting the shift towards
low carbon growth.

– 4th year in partnership with
Yes Bank

This initiative launched in 2014-15 has so far impacted over 3200 MSMEs and
benefitted over 23,000 workers across 11 states, 18 locations and 13 sectors.
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RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS
Circular Economy
Getting Businesses Recycle Waste: An initiative to boost
Circular Economy, Supported by Department of Science and
Technology, Government of India
This project targets a total of 50
enterprises (40 new and 10
existing) to be established for
commercialization of paver blocks
made through foundry waste. A
total of 13 enterprises created
leading to consumption of 20,000
tons of foundry slag. The
Industrial Symbiosis not only
manage waste but also reaps
commercial benefits for MSMEs. A
promotional video has also been
created in order to increase the
outreach of the project.

Foundry Slag

Slag to Paver Block, Entrepreneurs toolkit
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LIVELIHOOD
Employment Generation through Market Promotion

Embroidery Cluster Skill Development
India has an estimated 2 million handicraft and
handloom artisans. Availability of market is a
major issue here. While the common say is
upbeat on the lack of demand, our experiences
suggest on the contrary. Based on an
experiment done with 500 artisans of Agra
hand embroidery cluster, we found that while
there exist huge insatiable demand for certain
skills in handicrafts, the supply side is crippled
with lack of such skills and the products
demanded thereof. FMC thus strives to link
this unserved demand side to the supply side
and create orders and employment facilities
for artisans. Here skill development follows
orders received, with on the job learning for
the artisans, making it a much more
participatory phenomenon for artisans in the
process. In 2017-18 500 persons were linked to
new markets created leading to an additional
turnover 30%. Our target for the coming year

"Embroidery to Employment"
This market led skill development
programme was supported by the
India Innovation Grant Program of
Citi Foundation.
500 artisans linked to higher level
chains and enhanced their income
by 30 to 50 per cent

is 700 and that for the next 3 years is 1000
persons. .

Created a community enterprise which
will take the work forward in a
sustainable manner –
Brand Name ‘AARI’
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LIVELIHOOD
Employment Generation through Skill Development
Promoting Bamboo based Enterprises for Income Generation
and Employment Opportunities in Meghalaya & Jharkhand: A
project funded by SAARC Development fund
The project will work directly with 1000 farmers/ entrepreneurs/
artisans and workers and reach out to 1000 more artisans/
workers through strengthening of local & regional institutions
engaged in development of the bamboo sector.

Technical expert field training session
on bamboo plantation, cultivation,
harvesting

Focusing on
sustainability, improved
quality of products, higher
income levels for
artisans & farmers, market
linkages and new
entrepreneurial activity

Training & Capacity Building
Training is a key component for the
development of cluster based interventions.
FMC guided 50 training programmes in the
areas of Coir, Khadi, Jewelery, Stone (SFURTI,
West Bengal, SDF, CITI, YBL). So far 2000
persons have been trained in these areas.

Rwanda Training
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LIVELIHOOD
Promoting Common
Infrastructure
Strengthening Livelihoods in Traditional Industries by setting
up
Common Infrastructure
Creation of common facility centre is a key
to creating future production capabilities
at

an

affordable

cost

by

micro

entrepreneurs. To promote the same FMC
has created six common facility centres
(CFCs).

These

CFCs

support

1070

entrepreneurs in areas related to khadi,
coir, woodcraft, jewelery. In the year 201819, 5 CFCs are expected to mature in
sectors like coir, stone, milk products,
fishery, sal leaf, jewelery, etc.

FMC is Technical Agency (TA) for Coir Board and KVIC under the SFURTI Scheme
in 9 states. This is an on-going initiative to rejuvenate the traditional industries by
introducing new technologies, creating new designs, improving processes and
building capacities of members of these industries.

This is an on-going initiative to rejuvenate the traditional industries
by introducing new technologies, creating new designs, improving
processes and building capacities of members of these industries.

6 CFCs
establish
ed
3

19 clusters supported as Technical Agency (TA)
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COMMUNICATION OUTREACH
FMC in Media
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CLUSTER OBSERVATORY
A Knowledge hub for Policy and Practitioners
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Fostering Collective CSR among
MSMEs
4th Annual Award for “Responsible Indian BMOs”
Following the footstep of previous years, Foundation for
MSME Clusters organized the 4th Annual Award for
“Responsible Indian BMOs” on February 09, 2018 at
India International Centre, New Delhi. The event
disseminated nationally and internationally the inspiring
work done by select BMOs and successfully inspired the
other BMOs to adopt National Voluntary Guidelines and
adopt processes for zero effect zero defect (ZED) and
encouraged them to promote responsible business
practices among MSMEs Shri Arun Kumar Panda,
Secretary, Ministry of MSME, Government of India

BMOs are the agents of
economic and social change –
being the bridge between the
MSMEs and the outside world
– Dr Arun Kumar Panda,
Secretary, Ministry of MSME

inaugurated the event.

Markets lie in the green
economy– Mr Ram Mohan
Mishra, Additional
Secretary and Development
Commissioner, Ministry of
MSME

Promoting Responsible Business By BMOs -Issue IV being
released by chief guest Dr Rajiv Kumar (second from left), Vice
Chairman, NITI Aayog together with Dr Tamal Sarkar,
Executive Director, FMC (left), Arun Maira, Chairman, FMC
(second from right) and Mr SK Tuteja, Chairperson, Jury (right)

The event was graced by the
presence of Chief Guest, Dr. Rajiv
Kumar, Vice Chairman of NITI Aayog
who emphasized the NITI Aayog’s
strong support for activities aimed at
strengthening the MSMEs as they
are, in his opinion, the drivers of
employment generation and doubledigit growth rates
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Partners & Supporters
Government Partners

International Agencies

European Union (EU)

United Nations Industrial Development
Organization (UNIDO)

South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation (SAARC) Development Fund

CEMCA

Corporates

YES BANK Ltd.

Citi Foundation
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)
Financial
Performance (201718)
Thematic Areas
Others
3.78
Productivity & Competitiveness
245.01

Energy & Environment
214.29

Total Turnover
INR 544.42 Lakhs

Policy & Research
4.42
Training & Capacity Building
76.9

Major Sources of Revenue In Rs Lakhs
Others & Misc.
3.78
International Donor Agencies
160.71
Private Companies
191.44

Govt. and Govt Bodies
188.48
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FMC TEAM

Tamal Sarkar
Executive Director

Sangeeta Agasty
General Manager

Vishal Dev
General Manager

ASK Sharma
General Manager

Sagnik Lahiri
Sr. Manager

Neetu Goel
Sr. Manager

Anijit Bhattacharya
Sr. Manager

Neelam Bachheti
Sr.Manager
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Audited Financial Statement 201718
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Foundation for MSME Clusters (FMC)

fmc.org.in
New Delhi
USO House, 2nd Floor, USO Road, Off Shaheed Jeet Singh Marg,
6, Special Institutional Area, New Delhi – 110067

Assam
House No. 19, Banipur Path
Near Beltola Tiniali, Ward No. 28
Guwahati- 781028, Assam

Rajasthan
2nd Floor, Block no 214,
Shri Jee Nagar, Durgapura,
Jaipur-302018

Karnataka
C/o Sri Venkateshwara Nilaya
B.M.Sree road, Near Ragavendra
Mutt, Shattehalli main road,
Tumkur-572102

Telangana
Flat no: 104, Sri Krishna Sai
Residency, Yousufguda,
Hyderabad-500045

Odisha
Rajendra Nagar, Madhupatna,
Cuttack-753010
Punjab
House no 708/13, Street no 17,
Punjab Mata Nagar,
Ludhiana-141001

Uttar Pradesh
C/o Mr. Atul Agarwal, H.NO. 36C, Mayapuri, Kalindipuram, MAU
Road, Agra- 282005
West Bengal
BD-310, Salt Lake City,
Kolkata-700064
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